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Software Release Details

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>System Software</th>
<th>Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System Software</td>
<td>072.190.004.09101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Network Controller</td>
<td>072.194.09100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Interface</td>
<td>072.194.09100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Important

If your WorkCentre® 58xx is at software version 071.190.034.06000, installing this release will remove a number of enhancements included in software release 071.190.034.06000. See below for details.

** Please ensure you review the important information contained in the Installation Instructions.

Purpose

This release provides the following ConnectKey® 1.5 enhancements:

External Keyboard Support

External keyboard support for ConnectKey® enabled MFP's provides ease of access and greater flexibility to help with quick data entry and setup for address books or standard scan to destinations. This feature requires the customer to provide their own USB wired keyboard, or there is a bracket and mini keyboard that is available via CAS only. The external keyboard is not functional with Xerox or partner solutions, including scanning solutions such as Scan to PC Desktop and ConnectKey® Apps.

Rearrange Service icons (on the Local User Interface)

For greater ease of use and customization, the service buttons on the User Interface can be moved into any order.

This can be done by going into the devices Centreware Internet Services (CWIS) page by entering the device’s IP address into your favorite browser. Once within CWIS go to ‘Properties / Service / Display’

Printing: Scale PS/PCL between common metric and US paper sizes

ConnectKey® enabled MFP’s provide the ability to scale PCL files (PS was already enabled) between common metric and US paper sizes. This feature simplifies the use of ConnectKey® products worldwide with customers who regularly do business globally and receive documents in both metric and US sizes. Print image scaling is enabled/disabled via the WEB UI (Default is disabled) and is a clone-able setting.
Reprint Saved Jobs in Color or Mono (mono remains on mono devices)

Users can choose Color or Mono at the device for reprinting saved jobs and jobs printed from a USB Thumb Drive. Color can be set to either Color or Mono, however, if a job was sent as Mono originally, it can only remain as Mono.

FDI set-up from CWIS

This can be done by going into the device’s CWIS page by entering the device’s IP address into your favorite browser. Once within CWIS go to

Login / Permissions / Accounting / Accounting Methods. Select Edit and then Auxiliary Access Device.

Installation instructions are included with the Foreign Device Interface Kit

Additional Enhancements

- Custom paper sizes can now be set in inches
- Custom scan area can now be set to millimeters
- Improved printing on 11 x 17 paper when submitting JPG through device’s WebUI
- FTP template pool settings will now hold during template updates
- Updating the Default Email Searchable PDF language from the device’s CWIS page, will now change the Local UI as well.
- Now able to complete a copy job with mixed size originals successfully.
- Improved device reaction when the Xerox Standard Accounting user limit is exceeded.
- References to color printing and copying have been removed from User Permissions on black & white devices.
- Improved customer logo location the Xerox Secure Access blocking screen.
- Improved Local UI Device Address Book list accelerator feature
- Open/Close main door or finisher door does not result in a jam
- Improved color rendering
- Now able to fax successfully when using large fax groups.
- Improvements when using mixed size originals
- Expected behavior is now seen when funds are exhausted when a coin-op machine is attached.
- Copy templates will remain in place if a copy default is set to a single color.
- Ability to change the SMB authentication server port
- Improved quality when printing from PowerPoint® 2007 using the PCL6 Xerox® Global Print Driver®
- Improved device reaction during wake up
- Randomly schedule overwrite improvements
- Envelope tray is now recognized
- Numerous scan improvements
- Document handling & High Volume Finisher improvements
- The "JBIG" scan patch is no longer represented by having LL appended to the network controller version. To see that the scan fix is applied you will see a new entry on the configuration sheet and web page. Under General Setup, there is now a listing for JBIG2: Lossless. This means the JBIG2 fix is implemented.
Improvements included in Software Version 071.190.034.06000, Not Included in This Release

- Improved device reaction when printing many concurrent print jobs
- Secure PDF now allows the addition of a password when using 256-bit encryption
- Mifare® card reader is now supported.
- Now able to access the device's CWIS IP Protocol settings page when not using SSL/HTTPs
- Able to change the media at the local user interface when a job is held for resources
- Device will now detect 5 ½ x 7 plain white paper
- Now able to use Tray 1 or 2 for custom size 11 x 14 paper
- The device's CWIS page can now be refreshed successfully
- The print driver will now detect Xerox® Standard Accounting when the device is configured for Color Tracking Only For Copies and Prints
- Now able to enter a backslash in an optional document path
- Improved user processing when using Copitrak® EIP
- Now able to use fax with Build Job successfully
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